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NRHH
honors
several
with
awards
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CRABBY PATRONS: The crabs are released during an Installment ol crab races, a Tuesday night feature at Downtown Patrons can win prizes if their crab wins one of
the races.

Downtown offers
racing crabs to wild
crowds during its
Tuesday night feature
SBenScharf
III RtPORItlt
Telling someone about crab
races who's new seen them is
like explaining a foreign custom
thai nobody understands. The
races, a Tuesday night staple at
Downtown, for over 10 years
sounds like a joke at first. Audit
looks like a joke when you're
there.
CrabRaces: Theoriginsofthis
practice may go back to the time
of Atlantis, but whoever thought
it would be fun to shout at a pile

of crabs as they crawl and mean
der all over a table?
Wlioever thought il up is part
genius and part crazyman
because it is very entertaining in
its twisted way. This isn't a typical
race, its a free-for-all.
The crabs are wrangled up and
covered at the center of the table
until the race begins. Theanlici
pation of the crowd is felt as they
intently wait for the race to
begin. Next tiling you know, the
music comes on and the bubble
is lifted off the crabs The crowd
goes wild, screaming and yelling
for their crabs
Some crabs just sit motionless
in the heap, some start wiggling
around. They crawl on top of
each other and it's an ugly battle
to get free, but the strong survive
and pull ahead of the pack.

Next it's a matter of getting
through the obstacles, to the
edge of the table. A toy train surrounds the mass of crabs and
occasionally knocks one off its
course, but there's always one
speedy little crab that can taste
victory. After a grueling two
minute race, we have a winner,
and his name is "I guess you
know who your friends are when
they leave you in Myrtle Beach."
It's a chaotic barrage to the
senses. It's hard to say what is
more strange, the way the crabs
look as they race, or the way the
crowd reacts to them, but it
makes a lot of sense to the loyal
tollowers and
regulars
at
Downtown.
Before the races begin, sometime after 10:30, beer guzzlers
and crab aficionados wait in line

for their turn to choose a crab.
They pick one from the tank and
name it whatever they want. It
can be a raunchy joke unsuitable
for print, or it could be your own
name. Names should be chosen
carefully because there's a best
and worst names contest later in
the night.
Once there are at least 20
crabs, the races can begin. There
are 15 preliminary races where
the first crab to get to the edge of
the table moves to the semifinals. There are five semi-final
races with three crabs each, battling it out and going the distance (which is about a yardl
Alter the field is narrowed
down to five crabs, there is one
last glorious race. Whoever picks
CRABS, PAGE 2

10 FACTS ABOUT CRABS
1) Hermit Crabs travel in
groups o( approximately 25
2) In the wild, hermit crabs live
up to 25-30 years.
3) In captivity, they will live up
to 10 years, normally not more
than a year
4) They like to cat apples.
5) Hermit crabs are nocturnal
6) Salted prcticls and bacon
bus can give hermit crabs the
salt they need in their diet
7) Hermit crabs are natural
escape artists.
8) They communicate by making a sound called "croaking
9) Do not wake a hermit crab
when it is sleeping because it
will cause harmful stress.
10) Hermit Crabs can be cannibalistic

This semester the National
Residence Hall Honorary is
making their presence felt on
campus by recognizing students
and faculty who go out of their
way to improve residence hall
life.
One of the NRHH's major
responsibilities is naming Of the
Months (OTM's). Every month
they choose a resident and resident adviser of the month who
work to generate and buildup a
feeling o< community in residence halls. OTM's are also chosen for staff member and residence hall program
"Sometimes we get so
wrapped up in our day to day
lives, we don't stop to take the
time to say, hey you did a good
Job Harry Harris, staff adviser
for the University chapter of the
NRHH said. "This is what OTM's
are for. Getting the word out that
BC is a good place to live," he
said.
On campus students can
nominate any person or program that they think helps to
improve residence hall life.
Nomination forms are available
at front desks of residence halls.
Nominations are due at the
Office of Residence Life by the
15th or the month, and OTM's
are announced on the 25th of
the month.
According to Public Relations
Manager Steve Stephenson. "A
main goal of NRHH is to not only
recognize individuals who are
working to improve life in residence halls, but also to encourage others to do so."
Stephenson said recognition
with an OTM is important to
honor those who set a good
example in residence halls.
In October, Karen Duvall was
picked as esident of the month
and Matt McCown as R.A. of the
month. Both students exhibited
leadership, enthusiasm and support for the residence hall community.
Compton/
Darrow
Hall
Director Michael Liberatore is
October's staff member of the
month for his support of residence life. Dunbar Rocks Week, a
series of musically themed
events for residents, is October's
program of the month.
Twenty new members have
NRHH, PAGE 2

Bush gets busted for DUI
By tarry Marqasak
ASSOCIAIEO PR t S
WASHINGTON - For his
enUre campaign. George W Bush
had deflected questions about
drinking and drugs by admitting
in general terms to past mistakes
and a bit of a wild streak while
young. Now, in the final days, he's
had to use precious campaign
time describing his arrest for driving under the influence 24 years
ago
'Most Americans are going to
come to the conclusion that this
is dirty politics. Last minute politics." Bush said Friday as he was
peppered with questions about
the incident only four days before
the election.
Bush has had several opportunities to tell the story of his arrest.
He was asked in 1998 whether
he had been arrested after 1968

for any reason. A reporter said
Friday that he answered, "No."
In 1996. he was asked specifically about any drunken driving
arrests. "When I was young, I did
a lot of foolish things." he
responded.
In Maine on Friday, the secretary of state's office released notes
from a hearing officer that
included the handwritten words
"BAC .12." possibly indicating
Bush's blood alcohol content
after the Sept. 24.1976. arrest.
The arresting officer told The
Associated Press the level was .10
percent, which was the legal limit
at the time. Bush's license was
suspended from Oct. 26.1976, to
July 25, 1978, in Maine, the state
where his parents have an oceanfront compound. Bush paid a
$150 fine.
Bush said Thursday he chose

to keep the incident private to
protect his daughters. Tom
Connolly, a Portland lawyer and
DemocraUc activist who attended the party's ii.iiioii.il convention, said he was the source of the
disclosure.
In Grand Rapids. Mich., on
Friday, Bush referred to the incident in the indirect way he has
throughout the campaign.
"It's become clear to America
over the course of this campaign
that I've made mistakes in my life.
But I'm proud to tell you, I've
learned from those mistakes," he
said.
Throughout the campaign.
Bush also has refused to answer
specific questions about whether
he used illegal drugs in the 1960s
and early 1970s He has said he
DUI, PAGE 2

Associated Press Photo

DUI: Karen Hughes makes a statement to the media about Bush's 197F guilty plea to driving while
under toe influence of alcohol.
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NRHH offers awards for betterment

Can you name 4 words in the

NRHH, FROM PAGE 1

English language that don't
'hymc with any other word///

recently been chosen to join
NRHH. Their induction ceremony is at the Harshman
Community Room at 1 p.m.
Sunday. Nov. 19. All students and
faculty are welcome to attend (he

ceremony set up to honor students who continually seek to
improve residence life.
According to Brian Seymour,
president of NRHH, members of
the organization help contribute
to their ultimate goal of "making

the residence halls more than just
a dorm."
The NRHH's constitution
states that its purpose is to "recognize the outstanding indlvidu
als on the campus," as well as
actively taking part in programs

in
conjunction
with
the
Residence Student Association.
Students interested in becoming
involved in the organization can
apply again in January, at the
Office of Residence Life in
Saddlemire.

Crab races intrigue bar patrons
CRABS, FROM PAGE 1
the winning crab gets $25.
Second place gets a T-shirt, and
third, fourth, and fifth place each
get a surprise gift.
The races beg'n after 11 and
last about two hours. The crabs
are the main event, but there are
other attractions and contests
throughout the night.
A
Domino's pizza auction, and the
best and worst names contest
really gets the crowd excited and

Jay Smith M.D.
Back, Neck & Limb Pain
Headaches & General Medicine
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

354-6166

The Right Candidate

DIN, FROM PAGE 1
quit drinking 14 years ago. when
he turned 40.
At times. Bush has spoken of
embarrassing incidents from his
past.
Two of them happened during
his Yale University days: a disorderly conduct arrest while "borrowing" a Christmas wreath in a
fraternity prank; and a policeman's order to leave Princeton,
N.J., by dusk after a rowdy end to
a football game.
And there was the time in the
early 1970s when a drunken Bush
arrived
at
his
parents'
Washington home with a bang —
smashing his car into a neigh-

DOMBEY
And Justice for All"

• T-Shirts
• Sweatshirts
• Hats
• Coffee Mugs
• Jewelery
• Pencils
• Banks
• Jackets
• Squeeze Bottles
• Watches
• Charms
• Window Stickers
• ID Holders
• Pennants
• Blankets
• Mom & Dad
Sweatshirts

Pad (or by Dombev for Judge. 905 Mill. Pertysburg. OH 43551. Terry Kirvd. Treasurer

It's about

timCto get

involved
with UAO

University Activities Organization
Organization (UAO), advised
by the Office of Campus
Involvement, plans activities
including

UAO - University
Activities Organization
Upcoming Events:
Saturday. Nov. 11
Eric Nieves. comedian
6 p.m . McDonald Countryside
Tuesday. Nov. 14
UFO lecture
7:30 p.m.. 101 Olscamp

Speakers
. Films
Entertainers

Wednesday, Nov. 15
Movie: Bring It On
9 15pm 111 Olscamp

Comedians
Musicians
Be a part of planning BGSU's
ultimate educational experience. It's about time for YOU
to get involved with UAO.

Monday, Nov. 6
Clerks
915pm GishThealer

Campus
Involvement
Division ol Student Ailairs

Sept 1.1999.
Bush opponent Al Gore
declined to comment on the
Republican's admission but said
he never had been arrested for
dninken driving.
"I've had speeding tickets, but
no. Absolutely not," Gore said.
The vice president received a
speeding ticket 32 years ago on
Interstate 40 in Tennessee and
paid $21.75 in fines and cosLs.
Smith County records show.
Gore was given two tickets, one
for speeding and a second for dri
ving wtthoul .i lirense. Tile second tlckd was dropped when
Gore appeared in court on Sept.
6. 1968

BG'S BEST
Best Quality, Best Service, Best Pricing!
In house embroidery, screen printing and sewn
on letters. Over 350 fabrics to choose from.
Sorority & Fraternity Merchandise
Sweatshirts • Hats • T-Shirts • Night Shirts • Pullover Jackets •
Wood Products
• Paddles • Letters • Frames • And Much More!
Book your paddle party now for 30% off

Connection

Collegiate

531 Ridge St. • BG • 352-8333
Mon.-Thurs. 10-8 • Fri. 10-6 • Sun 12-5

£A#A/ AA/O l£A#A/
W/Tt/ (/PS
({
CALL 4f9-89f-6820

204 South Hall • 372-2343
email: involved@bgnet.bgsu.edu

LL

In 1996, Bush was asked about
drunken driving arrests after he
was excused from serving as a
juror in a drunken driving case.
"I do not have a perfect record
as a youth," Bush responded.
Asked if that meant "yes" or "no,"
Bush would only say: "When I
was young, I did a lot of foolish
things."
In Texas as governor, Bush proposed, and the Legislature
passed, a law lowering the blood
alcohol threshold for dninken
driving from. 10 to .08.
Arrests of dninken drivers by
stale troopers jumped by 14 per
cent in the first nine months after
the new law became effective

Olscamp Lobby
11-5
Speak with a UPS
representative.

Monday. Nov. 20
Roger 4 Me
9:15 p.m. 111 Olscamp

I

bor's trash can and dragging it
down the street. During a confrontation with his father that
night, he offered to go mano a
mano" outside.
The Dallas Morning News on
Friday recalled the 1998 comment by Bush when asked if he
had been arrested after 1968.
"No," the paper quoted Bush as
responding
Bush spokeswoman Karen
Hughes said he did not recall that
answer.
The Morning News reporter,
Wayne Slater, told colleagues that
the Texas governor attempted lo
say more at that point in the earlier questioning but Hughes
abniptly ended the conversation.

ON CAMPUS
TOMORROW

American Independent
Film Series

Monday. Nov. 13
Do The Righl Thing
9:15pm. Gish Theater

Office of

over them." McAfee said. This is
a typical, tongue in cheek
response from a crab race official,
and it shows the laid back, just
having a good time attitude of
many crab race-goers. McAfee is
quick to point out thai he was just
kidding.
The races may be rowdy and
lewd, but O'Malley is very preoccupied with the safety of his athletes. The crab race tradition will
live on. drawing crowds of loyal
racing fans and bewildered newcomers.

HOMECOMING 2000
Check Out Our Selection of BGSU Merchandise!

For Common Pleas

The University Activities

watergun waits for someone to
reach over the red line on the
table, to deliver a cold blast of
water.
O'Malley doesn't want his
crabs being poked or bothered.
According to O'Mailey's former
assistant, Travis McAfee, he takes
extremely good care of his crabs.
They're kept in a 50 gallon tank in
his home and fed regularly.
"We had some tree-huggers
that were asking us what we do
with them when we're done racing, and we said we back our car

■* Bush opens up about wild streak

Demand

Bring the action to BGSU!

involved.
Drinking contests keep the
crowd energetic throughout the
night, and virgins to the crab race
experience are hazed in a crabby
way, involving a shot, whip
cream, and Meg Ryan.
Crab
race owner Matt
O'Malley. mic in hand, taunts the
crowd, and everyone gets very
emotional during each race. The
punishment is swift for anybody
who tries to mess with the crabs
An enforcer with a Supersoaker

WWW.l/PSJOBS.COM
\

Eligible up
to $23,000
for your
college
career

$8.50 to $9.50 /hour
3-5 hours/day
Weekends & Holidays off
I
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The American Public
steps closer to the devil I began
my long-winded speech on
women's rights, the environment
and the need for social reform.

KRISIALYN
SHEFVEUND
Counter Culture

Silence pervaded the room as
my bleeding heart went on down
a road that could only end with
exhaustion and eventual defeat.

The doors arc always open
and the music blaring, crowded
sireels and vehicular homicide
jusl itching lo occur- the stomping ground I make my grudgingly daily (rot off to campus and
back.

"So,
you
don't
mind
America's youth destroying their
minds with drugs but you'd be
devastated if they drilled up poor
Alaska?"

Bach day a new to-do list
pops up carrying over the
neglected papers from the former and laden with a host of
"new and evening" words to
make sense of history and politics. Terms and maps driven to
the point of insanity where
everything blends into one and I
begin to understand why people
are apathetic.

"And do you think thal'under
a
Democrat
administration
you'd have a snowballs chance
in hell to get loans and scholarships? Heck, maybe if they'd
stop taking 60 percent of my
income we could pay lor your
trad school, but. then again, we
have to take care of all those
poor..."

Nothing gets past this family;
the Plain Dealer stays on the
kitchen table just in case you
forgot to read the Op-Fid.
I.ucky me, the victim of Dr
Laura and Rush Limbaugh. I sat
in the living room surrounded by
Kaplan ORE study guides in a
vain attempt to prepare for my
future. And there he was. the
devil incarnate and I wonder
once again how can this be the
son of one of my heroines.

"But don't you think?"
That's where I stopped and
rethought my plan of action
because I knew everything my
dad was saying was in truth,
right. In his mind.

I could just feel the tension
mounting on Thursday as my
mother asked me about my
stance on the issues and how I'd
voted on my ballot. A catcall
rang from the office as my dad
reiterated that "in most households, people have the right to
vote how they want!"

Slightly left of center and two

A choice I wasn't entirely
sure of but ready to defend if
need be. Imagine if you will a
living room with two cats, a dog,
my cute little PTA mom and the
Cleveland Dad working his little
heart out while listening to Chris
Matthews on the television.
CNN is on 24/7 and if you're not
informed by now, you will be.

"Yes... I mean. oh. I've got a
ORE to prep
for..." (The reason I had come home in the first
place, mind you.)

On my coffee table sat my
absentee ballot, elections all
taken care of save the big onethe hole I was just not ready to
punch. In the primaries I had followed the family in their conservative tendencies, the way of the
moral stock I had been raised to
pledge allegiance to.

That is until I admitted who
I'd chosen as my ideal candidate
for the presidency, not to say I
was stifled, just knocked straight
into a corner left only with
regurgitated democratic rhetoric
to save me. Suddenly 1 realized
how futile the situation was...

but because I kepi hearing the
NRA mantra in my head every
time I thought of George W.
Because I'm a woman and I
believe in our ability to make
our own decisions. And Nader
scares my little conservative
heart. So 1 made the choice I felt
was right at the time.

The problem lies there, a lifelime of bureaucracy was under
his feet. Pacts and experience
were his to gage candidates on
while I was left to my ideologies. My fanciful notions that
(hose around are concerned with
others well being.
This being the first presidential election within my scope of
control. I spent entirely loo
much lime worrying over my
vole.
I voted Gore and I still cringe
a little when I think about it. Nol
because I particularly like him

The American public is apa-

my family is probably an exception because I'm pretty sure that
spent Saturday

mornings in high school discussing current politics. Or lis-
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DOWN
1 Sbcfcstul
2 Gardner ot "On
the Beach
3 Twining growth
4 Frn-sh baths
5 Homcnccpic

f-aisc lead
Grange
From BTc top
Seven time At
twttmq champaon
Scam'
Fruit coder
_Angees
Donates
lien gas
ii la mode
Plurno or Arden
Week-enders
Youbeicha1
Pompous fool
numng ctumsiy
Rower's neoa
Small (MrJ
Pol oH until
tomorrow
Tie-up
C T caft
Sugar
Neon and xenor
The March King
Self-service
restaurant ot fw
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PROBLEMS?
About to trade in your first-ban
for the answer to 23 Down?
Fear not, faithful reader
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them
All you need to do is check the
web page located at
wimbgnewscom

43 P ay to' a sucker
44 Was hrst
47 South Afrcan
township
49 The King
51 Aaron Copland

twlol

MM

53 Spread slowly
55 Division ot irw
psychs
56 _ Tin Tin
58 Teacncrot
Samuel
59 Pinch

tened to a talk show they
despised just to counter the argu-

OHIO WEATHER

ments made for that day.

Monday. November 6
AccuWcHlhcr forecast for daytime conditions. low/hiu,li temperatures

But I'm sure everyone gets

C-=

riled up in their own way or
another. But are you riled up

Toledo

~
Cleveland

58/49

56 /45

enough to do something about
Youngslown

it?
Manstiald

57/46

55/39

.

I voted for the lesser of two
evils and that's not fun. At least I
can rest assured thanks to Dr.
Jesse's European Politics class

□ ayton 61 /50

that the likelihood of our gov-

i

ernment being overthrown is

George W Bush with his frat
boy smile explaining the Maine
arrest back in the 70s and all the
while reminding me of every
slimy male I've ever regretted
knowing. George W. in my mind
makes Dick Celeste and his
entire family look like HowdyDixxly.

slim to none. Makes me glad not

I tried to duck into my books,
making a sad attempt to saturate
my mind with test taking skills
and ignore the comments sliding
out of the office, all the while
stifling my laughter. Even my
15-yr-old sister is making observations as I pretend madly to be
figuring out some word prob-

a reflection of my age. I firmly

•

Columbus 62 750

t

I Cincinnati 60 (53

lo be living in Italy where facsist
pigs like George W. would probably get away with their inane

^«»B>

KY

Portsmouth

62 /S3
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rhetoric.
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But then again, my opinion is

Sunny Pi Ckuxly

Cloudy

Showers

T slams

Ham

Fturnm

Snow

lot

Vi> Aisoa-vtf Prtu

believe that when I'm the one
paying the bills I'm going to

THREE-DAY FORECAST

care a lot less about social issues

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Rain

Mostly
Cloudy

Mostly
Cloudy

High: 55Low: 41'

High: 52'
Low: 37-

High: 52'
Low: 34'

and more about the bottom dollar. And that's something I'll
grow into. Someday.

Being a strong woman can take
many faces but one thing's for
sure The ability to persuade,
argue and stand firmly on
issues close to their heart represent two of the women I admire
the most.
Woman are beautiful and can
affect public policy in so many
different facets that it is very
difficult to label what political
action is anymore.
A redefinition of politics would
show that women have been an
influence since day one.

DISCLAIMERS AND ALL THAT FUN STUFF:
Page 3 is an irreverent look at the current events and
issues surfacing out and about this great little world of
ours.
It is not in any way meant to be taken completely
serious or without a grain of salt.
With that in mind, the crossword answers are on the
web page!
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BROADCAST STATIONS

CD
G>
©

News jr.

a

Voices In
Democracy
BBC World
Nsws
Simpsons (In
Slereo) X
Simpsons (In
Stereo) X

©
©
©

NewsX
NewsX

CBS Evening
Newel
ABC World
News Tonight
NBC Nightly
NewsX
Business Rpt.

Wheel ol
Fortune It
Entertainment
Tonight X
Draw Carey (In
Slereo) X
Newshour Wilt.

Newshour With Jim lehrer X
Seinfeld The
Engl <h Patient"
Frfendslln
Slereo) X

i»°n
K§r

Jeopardyl JI
Hollywood
SquarasK
Fraakerlki
Slereo) X
Jim Lenrer It
Business Rpl
FrUdslln
Slereo) X
Friends ih
Slereo) I

King ol
Yes. Dear (N)
Queens (N)X (In Slereo) I
;0i?0 Downtown X

Late Show IN)
Everybody|Beckat(N)(ln [Family Law "Telling Lies" (N) (Ih NewsX
(In Slereo) :£
Raymond
|Stereo)3D
|Stereo) (Pan 2 ot 2)X
NFL Football Mnnesota VSangj at Green Bay Packers Lambeau 1 eld (In Slereo Live) HI

Dateline (In-Stereo) I

Deadline' Red Henog" (N) (In
Stereo) X
American f^usailenca "The
OuaT (In Stereo) X
American Enerfance) 'The
Duel" (In Slereo) I
Ally McBeal "Twos a Crowd"
(N) (In Stereo) (Part 1 of 2) I
Hughlays INI IGlHIrianda (N)
(In Stereo! X jlln Slereo) X

ArVttquaa Roadshow (In Sterao)
(Pan lot 2) I
Antiques Roadshow (in Slereo)
(Pan 1 ol 2) I
Boston Public Chapter Three
(N) (In Slereo) X
Moashs "The IParkars
Candidate" X |"Eleclion2000"

News JL
Tonight Show
Third Watch The Tys Thai
(In Stereo) X
Bind" (N) (In Slereo) X
Fronnne "The Choice 2000" The lorces thai shaped me
persorvakiies of George W. Bush and Al Gore. (In stereo) X
Against the Tide (In Slereo) X Charlie Rosa (In Slereo) X
NewsX
NewsX

Street Smarts
Real TV IN) (In Mad About
You (In Slereo)
Stereo) X
Frasssrlln
Sports-Detroit Spin City X
Slereo)!

CABLE STATIONS
AMC
COM
DISC
ESPN
HBO
HIST
FS0
SCIFI
TLC
TNT
US*
VH1

H'woodFsahn Movie: ••'! "Kiss Them fry Me"(1957. Comedy) Cary Grant. Suiy Movie: •*«<■! "Superman"(1978) Superman
lawns ot a p«l to destroy the West Coast
Parker Naval officers find romance during a San Francisco leave
Canned Ham
Win Ban
Whose Une la Whose Una Is Saturday Night Live Skits ol
Corn-Presents Daily Show X Win Ben
Stain's Money
Adam Sandier.
LrtOe Nicky (N)
Stein's Money It Anywey?
H Anyway?
Attack and Can pre The Slory Robots Among Us (N)
Prosecutors: In Pursuit of
Justice Files "Unlikely Vilans"
Wild Discovery Wild Asia'
ol U-Boel SOS
Justics Lone Witness" (N|
"Fresh Water" |N)
ESPNews
Dog Show:
2-Minute Drill IMondey Night Countdown (N)
Figure Skating World Championships -- Pairs and Dance
Dog Challenge
Prcjrams Nee, Franco
Movie: •• "GocoBye Lovar-iisstli Murder arises
llovle:*«t miiourL.m*ts"<1998.Biograplw)o^Cludup. Track Movie: #•• fiuSvorrh (1998. Ccrnedy-Drsma) Wsnan Beatty. A Legend ol
star Sieve Piefonlame slnves lor excellence. (In Stereo) 'PG-13' X disenchanted U S senator turns his campax/i upside down. 'H' X Bagger Vanes when a lemme lalaie's hot aflslr cooes down 'FT X
Combat Training (N) X
This Weak In History
History'e Lost History IQ
Vikings: Fury From the Nom Batbe History ol the Navy:
This Weak In History X
1 Found
Born Into War (N) I
(N)«tT
-set Word
You Gotta See Inside Winston Cup Phoenix
Auto Racing: SCCA TransArr,
Regional
'ootball Today Last Word A! Ohio Sports
National Sports Report
Tonirjhl
Thlsl
From Las Vegas
Sports Report
(N)
Outer Limits "The Donor"
Outer Limits Essence ot Lite" Crossing Over Twilight Zone
Babylon S "A Spider in the Web" Outer Limits Descenl
SUders "Stokar" (In Slereo) X
(in Slereo)
Prdessor meets primitive DNA
Transplant causes weird visions Resurrection drug hooks agent
(In Stereo) X
Killer Viruses
Coda Blue: Rush to
World's Most Dangerous
World's Most Incradlble
Code Blue: Rus fits
Secret World ol Amusement
Judgement
Judgement (N)
Police Videos
Hostage Rescues
Perks
Pretender Prison Story" (In
Pretender Jarod experiences tns WCW Monday Nltro (In Slereo):
Burl "In ihe Course ot Human
ER "Eiodui" (In Slereo) X
world ol ihe bounty hunter X
Events" 7t
Stereo) I
Martin "Love Is
JAG "Wilderness « Mirrors' (In Nash Bridges "Hsidbsl" (In
Movie: •• Pe(fecfCnme"(1997 Drama) MiOiKaplure A military Martin X
Walker, Texas Ranger
mteigence office* nails a Mame lex murder (In Stereo)
a Beach"!
"Brothers m Arms" (In Slereo) X Slereo)!
Slereo) X
Behind Ihe Music Csta Dion" 20 to 1 "Duets" (In Stereo)
Don't Quote
List (In Slereo) Before They
Dock V Roll Waddings (In
List (In Slereo) Equality Rocks
(S 30) Top 10
Me (In Slereo)
Wars Stars
(In Stereo)
(In Slereo)
Countdown
Slereo)
Cary Grant: A Celebration ol a
Lsadlng Man X
Saturday Night Uvs David
Spade. Eagle Eye Cherry X
Wild Discovery "Wild AM"
"Islands'
Sporlscentor X

**
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L^H*1
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64 undivided
65 Claevoyant s
letters
66 Moo gai pan
6/ Pointed eno

POLITICS
Pronunciation: pa-loV'tiks
Function: noun plural but
singular or plural in construction
Etymology: Greek poliUka
Date: circa 1529
1: the art or science of government;
2: political actions, practices,
or policies;
3: the political opinions or
sympathies of a person,
4: the act of thinking out kxid
and then acting upon it.

1

63 Boxing greai

MOLDING AN IMAGE

WORD OF THE DAY

1

■

55 Like wnds and
nvors
57 Think-tanx
memDers
60 Army rds.
61 Fadeaway
G? Trawl ng device

thetic, eh? I doubt it. although

nobody else

ACROSS
FceObug lidW
Mister
Distant
Actor Klmof
Got You
UCfJer My Slurr
14 Cnoceofbtew
ib Gone by
16 Brouhaha
17 Looms
19 Arias kovm
?1 Woman in the
kitchen?
2? Chip starter"'
23 Is present
ihroughom
?6 Honshu aty
29 CWmD»ng v*tes
30 Carpet
32 Floral grfi
33 Sjafti VJi
34 Excessive
decoraton
30 D-santec!
37 Overwhelming
advancing loxe
41 St Pau once
45 G-sharp
46 Training room, in
One.
47 Drunkard
48 Fiufly dessert
50 Began io grow
52 Monte rooms
54 TcHmolne
1
4
7
10
13

Three Stoogas
Dairy Show X
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GROUP: BIOTECH CORN FOUND IN U.K.
LONDON (AP) —An environmental group opposed to
biotechnology said genetically-engineered com banned
in Britain has made its way into tortilla chips on sale
here. Friends of the Earth announced Saturday that a
Germany-based laboratory, found Monsanto GA21
biotech com in tortilla chips made by Britain's Phileas
Fogg and by supermarket chains Asda and Safeway.

OPINION

EDITORIAL

Candidates ignore gay issues
Social Security, education and
tax cuts have been hot topics for
George W. Bush and Al Gore in
their fight to be president. Gore
and Bush, though, have failed to
address minority issues.
The issues that pertain to sexual orientation are often overlooked to make way for issues
that pertain to the largest voting
group, the over-65 group.
However, the laws that the next
president will make will effect
people other than those of the
older generation.
Gay rights are something that

the next president has to address.
Can the United States continue
to allow gay people to be denied
the civil rights that are granted to
heterosexuals?
The Bush campaign does not
mention allowing homosexual
couples to have their committed
relationships recognized by the
state. In the second presidential
debate, Bush said that he was
against gay marriage.
However, the denial of gay
marriage prevents partners from
seeing their partner in a hospital
when visitation is for family only.

YOU DECIDE
Do you think about gay
rights' Let us know what
you think at bgnews@listproc.bgsu. edu.

It also prevents gay couples from
tax breaks that married couples
receive.
Gore has said that he would
support civil unions between gay
couples, but not marriage. While
this is a step in the right direction, Gore is still denying gays the
same rights as heterosexual cou-

UTTERS TO THE EDITOR
18-24-yr-olds
should vote to
change country
I was watching the evening
news last night and they did a
story on how most people 18 to
24 years old could not even name
both the presidential and vice
presidential hopefuls.
1 was shocked. I myself have
never really cared too much
about politics. These past couple
of months, though, I find myself
really caring about who our next
president will be and the issues at
hand. The polls are suggesting
that we do not care and do not
even plan on voting Nov. 7. I'm
not sure how accurate these statistics really are, but I have more
faith in our generation that honesdy believe we just don't care.
Believe it or not, the future of
our country really is in our hands.
The most important thing we can
do is exercise our right to vote.
This year's race is closer than
almost any other presidential
race in history. We can make an
enormous difference in the polls.
So during these final days of the
race look closely at the presidential hopefuls and, more importantly, the issues they support

and vote!
Katie Belch
katiebelch@cs.com

A vote for
Nader avoids
both evils
Campaign 2000 for the presidency of the United States has
not changed one bit for this time
around, but in 44 states the people do have an option. They can
vote for Gore or Bush, who both
stand for more of the same,
which is to support the agendas
of die corporations, the pharmaceuticals, the HMOs,
agribusiness, die militaryindustrial complex and the
Chambers of Commerce, or
they can vote for Ralph Nader.
Nader supports the Single
Payer Health (^are, a living
wage, restoring die rights of
Organized Labor, family farms
instead of factory farms, free
college education for all, stopping corporate greed, ending
corporate welfare as we know it,
a foreign policy that is more
favorable to all the people of the
world and not just to the rich

and the International
Corporations, freedom of choice
and the staying out of people's
bedrooms.
In the past, the saying has
always been that if we were not
satisfied with either candidate we
should at least vote for the lesser
of the two evils. The problem
with that theory is that you still
are certain to end up with an evil
office holder.
This year you have an opportunity to vote your hopes and
dreams. 1 say vote your conscience, for Ralph Nader for president of the United States.
Rogers. Wilson
Celina, Ohio

SUBMISSION POLICY
The BG News gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
included for verification. All submissions may be edited for length.
Personal attacks will not be printed. Send submissions to 210 West
Hall or amettr@bgnet.bgsu.edu
with subject line "letter to the editor" or "guest column."

Ryan Ellis mlliiCbgmt bgsu.edu
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ples.
Heterosexuals are also guaranteed that they will not be fired on
the basis of religion, race and
gender. Affirmative action laws
attempt to prevent such occurrences and make it against the
law to fire someone for discriminatory reasons.
Affirmative action laws do not
cover sexual orientation. Many
states do not have statutes preventing gays from being fired on
the basis of sexual orientation.
This is something that should be
addressed on a federal level and

Will Bush's DUI arrest
affect your vote?

JOHN LES
SENIOR
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
"Most definitely. He'd
be starting all types of
wars. When you get
drunk you get angry."

TALEB BEY
SENIOR
SPORTS MANAGEMENT
"Yes. He could have
killed somebody on
the street. My little
cousin died in an
accident."

■AJOTWE'. I'M

Um (e
DANIEL CUNDIFF
FRESHMAN
UNDECIDED
"No. I'm voting for the
other guy."

PLUS,

SARAH GOOD
SOPHOMORE
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
"No, not really. People
make mistakes.'

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green.
Ohio 43403
Phone:
(419) 372-6966
E-mail:
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu
Website: www.bgnews.com
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fossil fuel use
demand change

AT ISSUE What can be gained from switching to
alternative fuel sources?
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crimes against homosexuals.
Gore and Bush should be doing
more to protect the gay community against harassment.
Harassment goes on more than
any one heterosexual person
could imagine and the candidates need to recognize that and
pass legislation that would stop
such behavior.
Such behavior cannot be
stopped until the candidates rid
themselves of homophobic attitudes and try to address homophobic attitudes in their platforms.

Consequences to
PEOPLE
ON THE STREET

CftNbxtwre i*JHo MAV ffATxcuL/rre.
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by the presidential candidates.
Presidential candidates have
addressed hate crimes and the
Hate Crimes Prevention Act that
would affect the gay community.
In Gore's concept of the Hate
Crimes Prevention Act, a criminal act against a gay person that
was committed because of the
person's sexual orientation would
be considered a hate crime.
Bush, though, considers all
crimes to be out of hate.
Despite the two views, Gore
and Bush are not adequately
addressing the issue of hate

The American public is relying
far too heavily on expendable
resources while ignoring vital
alternatives. The case for accelerating the introduction of renewable, non-polluting energy
sources depends heavily on the
analysis of the long-term effects
these pollutants have. An educated public and the American voter
should pay close attention to
how very critical the need is for
cost efficient and environmentally safe utilities.
Today, energy seems cheap.
Supplies seem secure. Until the
crisis of the 1970s the interest in
alternative sources was slim to
none. More than 50 percent of
the oil the U.S. uses is imported
which leaves it open to price
hikes and foreign conflict. (What
power would Saddam Hussein
have if we weren't crippled by
their oil holdings?) In total, the
government spends about $250
billion a year on tax breaks for
industry, oil imports and the
environmental damage of fossil
fuels. The environmental damage
amounts to 30 billion tons of pollution worldwide.
The tremendous risks to which
the world and its inhabitants are
being exposed to include the
concept of greenhouse or heat
trapping gases, by gradually
changing the Earth's atmosphere.
Violent storms, droughts, catastrophic floods and the death of
many of the oceans creatures
could occur. Aridity and thawing
permafrost would claim the
landlocked regions and emissions of carbon dioxide could
double the"atmospheric concentrations and could in rum raise
the Earth's temperature by two to
six degrees Fahrenheit Only by
reducing emissions to below
1990 levels can this be prevented.
Public education is the key
weapon in the batiJe against
ignorance and destruction. The
Department of Energy currently
has a web page available that
documents sources on renewable energy and how to incorporate it into the classroom. Tlie
DOE states that "both national
and utility-specific surveys con-

KRISTALYN
SHEVFELAND
Opinion columnist

sistently indicate that consumers
prefer environmentally clean
energy and are willing to pay
extra for green power.''
Because renewable energy can
boost economy in the markets of
job growth, communities and
fuel growth, voters are very likely
to become more and more interested in what is has to offer. Take
for example the fluorescent light
bulb that upon start up costs
more but in the end uses less
energy and lasts longer. There is
also the front loading washing
machine that takes less heat and
water while cleaning at the same
level of efficiency as the top
loader. On the most part, the
start up costs are the only financial set back that would be easily
assuaged by the eventual outcome. Compensation such as tax
breaks, tariffs and rebates would
give the capital needed to
research and implement projects.
Adding renewable energy to
current state technologies can
provide tile diversification needed to hedge against unplanned
events that threaten either the
delivery of adequate energy supplies or the affordability of supplies. By educating the greater
public as to options and where
the energy research is going will
stimulate demand while erasing
fiascoesofthepast.
By changing the current
thought process of many industries and policy makers from
human impact to global impact,
a subsequent change in action
will occur. Economic growth cannot take place without environmental conditions that are
appropriate to support such
growth.
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SMOKING CASE SENT BACK TO STATE
MIAMI (AP) — A federal judge has agreed with Florida
smokers to send a record $145 billion judgment
against the tobacco industry back to state court. The
procedural decision means smokers can pursue a
court order to finalize the jury verdict. The industry
had hoped to have an appeal heard in a federal court.

NATION

Lawyers plan suit for slave reparations
By Paul Sliepard

includes famed attorney Johnnie
Cochran, first met in July and will
hold its fourth meeting in
Washington D.C. later this month.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

A powerful group of civil rights
and class-action lawyers who
have won billions of dollars in
court is preparing a lawsuit seeking reparations for American
blacks descended from slaves.

"This country has never dealt
with slavery. It is America's nightmare. A political solution would
be the most sensible but I don't
have a lot of faith that's going to
happen. So we need to look
aggressively at the legal alternative," Ogletree said.

The project, called
the
Reparations Assessment Group,
was confirmed by Harvard law
professor Charles I. Ogletree and
appears lo be the most serious
effort yet to get American blacks
compensated for more than 240
years of legalized slavery, lawsuits
and legislation dating back to the
mid-1800s have gone nowhere.

For now, there are more questions than answers in the planned
litigation. Left to be determined
are when the suit will be filed,
exactly who will be named as
defendants and what damages
will be sought.

"We will be seeking more than
just monetary compensation,"
Ogletree said. "We want a change
in America We want full recognition and a remedy of how slavery
stigmatized, raped, murdered
and exploited millions of Africans
through no fault of their own."
Ogletree said the group, which

Ogletree said the Reparation
Assessment Group includes attorneys Cochran and Alexander J.
Pires Jr., who won a $1 billion settlement for black farmers who
claimed discrimination by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture;
Richard Scruggs, who won the
$3685 billion settlement for states
against tobacco companies;
Dennis C. Sweet III, who won a
$400 million settlement in the
"phen-fen" diet drug case; and
Willie E. Gary, who won a $500
million judgment against the
Loewen Group Inc., the world's
largest funeral home operators.

"This will be the most important case in the history of our
country," Fires said Friday. "We all
agree the suit has to tell the story
otwhat slavery has done to blacks
in America...
"We are still suffering from slavery's impacts today," Fires said.
Enslavement of Africans in
America began in the 1600s. A
slave sale was recorded in 1619 in
lamestown, Va. The "peculiar
institution" helped to fuel the
prosperity of the young nation,

Also in the group is Randall
Robinson, president of the

Ogletree declined to discuss
specifics but said the federal government, state governments and
private entities such as corporations and institutions that benefited from slave labor could be
targets of the legal action.
"Both public and private partics will be the subject of our

TransAfrica Forum, a think tank
specializing in African, Caribbean
and African-American issues.
Robinson recently wrote the book
"The Debt: What America Owes
to Blacks," which argues for reparations.

efforts," he said.

while also dividing it. Slavery was
not officially abolished in the
United States until the 13th
amendment was ratified, in 1865.
Reparation supporters point to
recent cases where groups have
been compensated in cash for
historic indignities and harm.
A letter of formal apology and
$20,000 were given by the U.S.
government to each JapaneseAmerican held in internment
camps during World War II.
Reparation opponents argue
that victims in the JapaneseAmerican cases were directly
harmed while many generations
separate enslaved blacks and
their modem-dav descendants.

In addition, those opposed to"reparations say it Isn't fair for tax-'
payers and corporations who
never owned slaves to be burdened with possible multibillion
dollar settlements.
Neither Ogletree nor Pires
mentioned any industry or company that could be a target of the;
suit.
But Fires said there were overlaps between the slavery of past ■
centuries and today's corporations. He noted that Aetna Inc.,
the nation's largest health insurer,
apologized earlier this year for
selling policies in the 1850s that'
reimbursed slave owners for
financial losses when their slaves
died.

UAO Presents:

American Independent
Film Series

Oakley
Prescription & Non-Prescription Sunglasses Available at:

Hours:
Mon-Fri
9am-5pm
Saturday
9am-lpm
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Feared by Customers

224 E
Wooster
Bowling Green.
OH 43402
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PRACTICE OF OPTOMETRY

1222 Ridgewood Dr.-352-2502•Bowling Green

HE COMEDY EVENT OF THE YEAR!
Savvy and screamingly funny! Hilariously
profane chatter and mad-dog humor!

GREENBRIAR, INC.
-—

LOtANCCLCirmll

(ofMMiaGtnent

\JRREVERENTLY FUNNY AND BOISTEROUS!"
■rwr* Taraa

J

/or-

Ymotmcemem
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" THE FUNNIEST MOVIE OF THE YEAR!"
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
506 & 514 N. Enterprise Apartments
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Bentwood Subdivision
.... and many more apartments
and houses

A Hilarious Look at ttw Ovar-tha-Countar Culture

I

Come Sign Up Today! Units Going Fast!
(llicrk out our u.-li-iir at www.wenel.orB/—sbrcntal

Freida and Freddie
Falcon of Bowling
Green proudly
announce the engagement ol their son.
Frank Falcon lo Felicia
Finch of Findlav. Frank
and Felicia arc both
students at Bowling
Green State University 1
majoring in finance.
Frank and Felicia are
both employed by
BGSU University
Dining Services. They
arc planning a
November 16" wedding with a reception
from 4:50pm-7:OOpm in the Sundial in Krcischcr. P
join us lo celebrate their joyful union.

feOHlt?

TONIGHT
9:15
Gish Film Theatre

LAND WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC
AND WATCH YOUR
CAREER FLY.
As an Air Force ROTC cadet,
you can land yourself in a career
with excitement: as a pilot, navigator,
space officer - as an Air Force officer.
You will gain an education in leadership
as you work toward your degree. You'll learn to
command with confidence. You may also qualify for
scholarship programs that help pay for college. When you
graduate, you can exchange your tassle and gown for an
Air Force uniform - and watch your career take off.
REGISTER NOW OR CALL CAPTAIN BOB SCHOLL
AT 372-2176, OR STOP BY 164 MEMORIAL HALL.

■■ ■■■■■!
Leadership Excellence Starts Here

I3't
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Be a part of AmeriCorps
Get things done in 2001
Thanks to a renewal of a gram for AmeriCorps Serving Northwest Ohio, the Children's Resource Center and Wood Lane
(Wood County Board of MR/Dl't are pleased lo announce that/u/7 and pan•■time community tenure penman* are available for 2001
What you give: Provide full or part-ume direct CT>mrrtunity service (a minimum of 1700 (FT) or 900 (PT) hours in
12 months). Positions begin January 1. 2001 and are completed by December 31. 2001
What you get:

Receive a living stipend of $9000(FT). «togle health insurance, child care (if needed and eligible
and $4.765(PT) Cain great experience Working with children and/or adults. At the successful
completion of service. AmeriCorps Mcflkben are entitled loan educational aw aid of $4.725(FT) and
$2,363(PT) to be used towards higher education or to pay off an existing student loan. Members
may pot current student loans m foiN-arance ancl AmeriCorps pays the interest!

You'll gain hands-on experience, valuable knowledge, academical community respect and confidence!

^hw

Positions available in Wood County:
Wood Lane
Positions avairable< omniunity Friend Mentor: Recridt individuals for I I placementt wtrh consumeo to enjoy social. recreation ;d
and leisureonK together. Promote the Lommumiy friend program and provide support to curient crsimmntty friend vohin
leers .spend time as s community friend v. nh irnli. niu.il.
■ftvdgtai
WanaV
Community AsstSUUKe Mentor: Assist individuals with mental retardation to rhftd appropriate housing and ser
vices Help people move into a new home or apart nem as needed. Accompany individuals to medical appointments, assist
in staff coverage Provide support lo consumers in the absence of other providers. Help individuals become involved in
activities which further independence and ir*crens«: their integration Into the community.
For a position diaefirjtton, caul 352-3115, or contact Wood Lnm Public Rebtlons, 11160 E. Gypsy Lane Road,
Bowling Green. Oil 43492, or e-mail to: lhdseet.Ttienet.org. You may also visit our web page at: www.woodmrdd.org.
Children's Resource Canter
Two Behavorial Aide positions available. Provide direct care and supervision of seriously emotionally disturbed children
and adolescents in the partial hospital nation program and residential Ucatment unit Must be interested in interacting with
and coordinating programs for children/adolescents
For a complete position description and application, contact Dave Kneessl, 1045 Klolz Road, Bowling Green, Oil
43402 at 352-7588 or e-mail: <davek@ rrcownet.org>.

• Application deadline is November 17, 2000
Other pan-time and full-time positions available in Toledo fcj tutors or healthy family aides.
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'Extincf ivory-billed woodpecker sighting drives birders batty
By Brett Martel
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW ORLEANS — Some call
forestry student David Kulivan
delusional, others pathological.
Kulivan knew his testimony
could make him look like a fool.
He gave it anyway.
He insists he's seen the ivorybilled woodpecker, one of the
most majestic birds ever known
— and widely believed to have
been extinct for decades.
"There was a lot of scrutiny and

I'm glad because I'm skeptical
about these things as well," said
Kulivan, who studies at Louisiana
State University. "I don't take a
sighting, especially of an ivory bill,
lightly.
"If I wasn't absolutely positive
of what I saw, I never would have
opened my mouth."
Kept quiet at first, Kulivan's
account has caused a considerable squawk in the bird-watching
community. Birders, as they are
known, compile "life lists" of birds

they've seen far and wide, sometimes on several continents.
The ivory-billed woodpecker,
with sleek white stripes running
down the back of its largely black
body and its distinctive ivorywhite beak — and the male with
its red crest and arching red
plume on its head — would go to
the top of the list for many birders.
"Somebody described this as
the Holy Grail of birding," said
Steve Shively, a Louisiana
Department of Wildlife and
Fisheries official. "I read an e-mail
from one guy saying he really did-

n't believe the sighting, thought
the guy was deluded but agreed if
the bird were there he would
trade every bird on his life list for
that one."
Shively estimates that if the
sighting was confirmed, tens of
thousands of bird enthusiasts
from around the country, even
the world, would try to pour into
the thick and uninviting swampland that forms the Pearl River
wildlife refuge about 30 miles
north of New Orleans.
"There probably would be
something we'd have to do,

maybe get enforcement agents
out there to possibly limit people
in the area at one time," Shively
said.
Top area ornithologists who
have interviewed Kulivan are
impressed with the detail he provided, enough so to have joined
several later expeditions to Pearl
River.
"He had a much better grasp
than a simple description and
picture from a bird book," says
LSU professor Vemon Wright. "I
know David from class. He is real
conscientious and is not going to

make up a story like that."
"I deal with several ivory bill
sightings per year, and this one
intrigued me especially because it
included a lot of detail the normal
ivory bill fantasy does not contain," adds Van Remsen, an LSU
ornithology professor. "I warned
him he'd be treated as if he'd seen
a UFO or Bigfoot. I sicced my best
attack dogs on him and we all
came out believers."
Verification, Remsen said,
would be a major event, not just
for bird enthusiasts but American
naturalists in general.

Associated Press Photo

SIGHTING: David Kulivan, a Louisiana State University forestry student, poses at the LSU Natural Science Museum in front ot an exhibit
showing a pair of stuffed male and female ivory-billed woodpeckers. Kulivan said he sighted a pair of the woodpeckers, long believed to be
extinct, in Lousiana's Pearl River wildlife refuge in April 1999.
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PERKINS

DAVIES

County Commissioner

for County Commissioner

Open
Accessible
Responsive

Honest

Re-elect
Commissioner
Perkins

• Hard Working
• Responsible
• Fair

FOR

COMMISSIONER

"40+ Years Combined Public Service to Wood County."
Paid tor by Wood County Democratic Party: Allen R Baldwin. Chair.. P.O. Box 707. Bowling Green. OH 43402-0707. Phone 352-5299 Phone. Fax 353-5372,
email: WoodCoDems©wcnet org
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BRAZILIAN REBELLION KILLS ONE
SAO PAULO, Brazil (AP) — Dozens of riot police armed
with clubs stormed a juvenile detention center
Saturday, ending a rebellion that killed one guard and
injured 12 other prison workers, authorities said.
More than 60 state troopers charged into the maximum-security Parelheiros Detention Center.

WORLD

Yugoslavia looks to
cooperate with West
BykfehaSwic
1ME ASSOCIATED PRESS

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia —
Yugoslavia could patch up diplomatic relations with the United
States and major European powers in a week or two and start
cooperating with the U.N. War
Crimes tribunal, the country's
new foreign minister said Sunday.
"It's only normal that we have
close cooperation with the United
States, with Russia," Foreign
Minister Goran Svilanovic told the
Beta news agency, one day after
the new government was inaugurated.
Svilanovic,
an
ally
of
Yugoslavia's new President
Vojislav Kostunica, said relations
could be restored within the next
couple of weeks with countries
who severed ties last year during
NATO's air campaign, including
the United States, Germany and
Great Britain.
Following the ouster of
Slobodan Milosevic, Kostunica
has been struggling to end a
decade of Yugoslavia's interna-

tional isolation.
Svilanovic became the foreign
minister in a parliamentary vote
late Saturday when the country's
first non-communist government
in more than half a century was
sworn in. Kostunica's Serbiabased, 18-party Democratic
Opposition of Serbia alliance and
the Montenegro-based Socialist
People's Party make up the new
Cabinet
Milosevic and three of his associates were indicted by the U.N.
war crimes tribunal at The Hague
for alleged atrocities committed
in Kosovo.
While both Kostunica and
Prime Minister Zoran Zizic have
expressed skepticism about the
impartiality of the tribunal and
ruled out immediate extraditions
of the suspects, Svilanovic said the
country must take responsibility
for war crimes.
"We cannot and must not avoid
to face the consequences of the
war," he said. "We need to do
everything to reveal to our public
everything that was done,

whether in the name of alleged
Serb national interest or against
Serbs"
He also said Yugoslav
embassies will get new personnel,
including ambassadors in key
places, such as the U.N. headquarters in New York and
Moscow, where Milosevic's brother Borislav has held the post.
The Cabinet held its first meeting in the early hours Sunday. Vice
prime minister Miroljub Labus
said ministers were "formulating
economic policy and defining
budgets for the next year."
Svilanovic also announced
efforts toward full diplomatic relations with the former Yugoslav
republics, especially with Slovenia
and Bosnia-Herzegovina, which
seceded from Yugoslavia in the
early 1990s.
The new Cabinet also said it
would try "harmonize" relations
between Serbia and Montenegro,
Yugoslavia's two remaining
republics that each have their
own government.

OFFICIAL SAMPLE
BALLOT
Wood County. Onto Democratic Party

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2000
Polls Open: 6:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Democrat

John

f

i

'A
FOR

TREASURER
Balance the Books Every Day!
www.dacor.net/john.hartman
Paid Fatty M>mntn (ampiifn T>«m. K«> Hmmw. TrUMVW. 1400 Wren Road. Bowling Green. Ohio 4.M02

k

Veterans Day
University Dining Services Operating Hours
Founders Keepers Food Court & Kreischer Sundial
Fri, Nov. 10, 7:30 am - 7 pm
o IU Sat. cV Sun., Nov. 11 & 12, 10 am - 7 pm
rtf»J' ™
;W -U

G*T Express
Fri. - Sun., Nov. 10-12, Noon - Midnight
Kreischer Shadows
Fri. - Sun., Nov. 10-12, 7 pm - 1 am

Dining Centers
Commons Dining Center

Closes 7 pm Thurs., Nov. 9

Reopens Mon., Nov. 13 at 7:30pm

McDonald Dining Center

Closes 7 pm Thurs., Nov. 9

Reopens Sun., Nov. 12 at 4:30pm

You may legally take this Sample Ballot
with you into the polls when you vote.
l-'or President/Vice President

ALGORE
JOSEPH LIEBERMAN

Restaurants, Convenience Stores and Snack Bars
Towers Restaurant
Closes 7 pm Thurs., Nov. 9

Reopens Mon., Nov. 13 at 11:30am

Silver River Cafe

Reopens Mon., Nov. 13 at 5 pm

Closes 8:30pm Thurs., Nov. 9

For United Stales Senate

Founders Keepers Snack Bar Closes midnight Thurs., Nov. 9

Reopens Sun., Nov. 12 at 7 pm

THEODORE F. CELESTE

Galley (Harshman)

Closes midnight Thurs., Nov. 9

Reopens Mon., Nov. 13 at 7:30pm

GT Deli (McDonald)

Closes 11 pm Thurs., Nov. 9

Reopens Sun., Nov. 12 at 7 pm

Chily's Express (McDonald)

Closes midnight Thurs., Nov. 9

Reopens Sun., Nov. 12 at 7 pm

For United Slates Congress (9//i District)

MARCY KAPTUR
For United Stales Congress jSlh District)

DANNIE EDMON
For Ohio House ul Representative

William

DEAN R. CLARKE
For Wood County Commissioner (Term 01/02/2001)

WILLIAM A. DA VIES
For Wood County Commissioner (Term: 01/03/2001)

(BILL)

ALVIN L. PERKINS
For Wood County Treasurer

JOHN HARTMAN
For Wood County Recorder

SUE KINDER
Nun-Partisan Judicial Ballot
For Justice of Ohio Supreme Court (Term: 01/01/2001)

TIM BLACK
For Justice of Ohio Supreme Court (Term: 01/02/2001)

ALICE ROBIE RESNICK
For Wood County Common Pleas Judge

PHILIP L. DOMBEY
Meet Your Candidates

www.woodcodemocrats.org

Vote for Bill Davies
for Wood County
Commissioner

Cut S Take This To The Polls!
Paid lor by Ihe Wood County Democratic Party
Allen R Baldwin. Chair
POB 707. Bowling Green. OH 43402-0707
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Paid for by Davies for Commissioner
Lorl Davies Treasurer
11750 Reynolds Rd., Portage. OH 43451
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Alvin Perkins for Wood County Commissioner:
X Alvie understands the value of a dollar. Under his leadership Wood County has earned
one of the eight best bond ratings in Ohio, a sure sign of good financial management.
X Alvie responds to the needs of the citizens of Wood County. He maintains an open
door policy and is always available as a full-time commissioner.
X Alvie is a working man. For 40 years he worked as a member of the Brotherhood of
Plumbers and Pipe Fitters and belongs to Local 50.
X Alvie knows how to get things done. With 26 1/2 years of government experience, 15 1/2
as Wood County Commissioner, he understands how to make government work. •
X Alvie is involved in his community. He belongs to the Methodist Church, Elks and Lions
Club. This year he was selected "Men of the Year" by the BG Chamber of Commerce.
X Alvie is a veteran. He was in the Army and spent 14 months in Germany. He is a life
member of the VFW, the American Legion, AmVets and the 40 & 8.
X Alvie is a dedicated family man. He has been married to Gail for 30 years and has two
grown children, Robbie and Tom.
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HIS WEEK IN

BY: BG BEAT IU SATURDAY, EARNS TRIP TO NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

BG SPORTS
Women's tennis
11 A\- 11/7

MONDAY

At ITA Regional/ 9 a.m.

November 6,
2000

Volleyball

11/7
Host Oakland/ 7 p.m.

11/10

BOWIING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

At Miami/ 7 p.m.

11/8
At Ohio/ 7 p.m

BG beats up
on Toledo,
Marshall

Women's basketball

11/8
Host Exhibition game/ 7 p.m.

Football

n/ii
Host Ohio/1:30 p.m.

Men's basketball

n/ii
Host Exhibition game/ 7 p.m.

Cross Country

By Dorothy wrona
SUII WRITER

n/ii

Revenge Ls sweet.
Bui nothing compares to
beating your archrival in your
last home conference match of
the season.
BG's volleyball team swept
the Toledo Rockets 15-7. 15-6.
15-6 at Anderson Arena Friday
night to take the second match
between the schools. Last
month, the Rockets beat BG in
three games at Savage Hall.
UT took a 6-1 lead in the first
game, only to see it fade. Senior
JoAnna Papageorgiou's kill
began a seven-point Falcon nin
and recorded two more kills
and a service ace. Sophomore
Kristin Gamby chipped in two
kills and a block.
In game two. BG scored the
first six points as UT would
come within two. The Falcons
closed out that game with an 8
1 run and junior Karen
Tangeman ended that game
with a senice ace.
In game three. BG took an 81 lead, but let Toledo come
within 8-6. BG would allow one
more Rocket point before closing the match with a six point
run.
After the Falcons mishandled
some passes in game three.
Falcons coach Denise Van De
Walle decided it was time to
focus on getting the ball to the
setter to generate some offense.
"We did not pass the ball well
tonight as a team," Van De Walle
said. "If you're not getting the
ball to your setter, usually you
don't have a good offensive
night. But that wasn't the case
for us."

At Great Lakes Regional/ TBA

Swimming

n/ii
At Oakland/ 1 p.m.

Men's soccer
11/12
Host Kentucky / 2 p.m.

BG NEWS
SPORTS
BRIEFING
Men win 1-0
The BC men's soccer team
shutout Buffalo I -0 Sunday and
will host the Mid-American
Conference Championship game
this Sunday at 2 p.m.
Senior Gene Braxton netted
the only goal of the match. BG
goalie David DeGraff made three
saves
Seniors Adam Erhard and Fred
Degand received first team AllMAC accolades. Senior Matt
Lyons netted second team honors.

BG loses in OT
A Miami goal at the 111:57
mark lifted the RedHawks to a
1-0 double overtime win over
the BG women's soccer team
in
the
Mid-American
Conference Championship
game.
Junior Beth Wechsler and
senior Stephanie Heller were
named to the All-tournament
team.
Also, junior Beth Wechsler
and senior Ashley Enser were
named to the 2000 MAC AllConference second team.

DENISE VAN D£ WALLE. COACH

Gamby paced the Falcons
with 12 kills for a match-high
and recorded a .303 hitting percentage. Papageorgiou's 11 kills
and led both teams with a .474
percentage. As a team the
Falcons hit .261.
Defense was another bright
spot for the Falcons. Freshman
Susie Norris led both teams
with 16 digs. Gamby racked up
five blocks while junior Caty
Rommock stopped four UT
spike attempts.
Junior Natalie Becker assist
edon31 Falcon kills.
"1 just thought the biggest difference was the offense," Van
De Walle said. "We made very
few hitting errors and they
made quite a few."
BG had 14 hitting errors on
the match compared with UTs
26.
The Falcon spikers traveled
to Marshall on Saturday to take
on the MU Thundering Herd.
They returned with another
sweep, winning by scores of 1510.15-9.15-6.
Norris had 10 kills and 17 digs
for BG and Becker racked up 50
assists.
BG is now 16-8 overall and 9
6 in the MAC.

Men win 1 st
game of season

Hockey tie, lose
The BC hockey team lost
Friday and tied Saturday against
CCHA foe Northern Michigan.
Goalie Tyler Masters netted 30
saves in the Falcons 2-1 loss. Greg
Day scored two goals Saturday as
the Brown and Orange rallied to a
4-4 overtime tie.
BG now stands at 1-5-2 overall
and 1-3-2 in the CCHA.

By Pete Stella
SP0RIS EDITOR

The BG men's basketball
defeated the Lithuania Select
team 112-95 Saturday night at
Anderson Arena to start their
2000-2001 season.
Senior Trent Jackson led the
way for the Falcons offensive
attack and hit 10 for 11 from the
field for a total of 25 points.
Jackson also went 1-1 from
behind the arc, pulled down
four boards and dished out four
assists.
"It was a good experience for
our team because everyday, we

Asst. Sports Editor

Nothing
new at die
Doyt Sat
afternoon
The crowd at Doyt Perry
Stadium wanted to cheer.
And, for a half, they actually
had something to cheer about.
But then it happened. Like
everyone thought it would. Like
It has all season.
A solid 13-0 half-time lead
evaporate and as Marshall return
man Maurice Hines waltzed into
the endzone for the winning
touchdown in the fourth quarter,
the collective look on the fans'
faces was shock, but they
weren't surprised. Things like
this; blown plays, botched fourth
quarter leads and losses that

l*di*H t*n*i«e BG News

SMILE: BG center Len Matela
puts up a shot over Saulius
Kasevicius Saturday night.
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"Ijust thought the
biggest difference
was the offense. We
made very few hitting errors and
they made quite a
few."

I

have been playing against each
other," Jackson said. 'We got a
lot to do in order to get better as
a team. If anyone knows the
game of basketball. 95 is too
many points to be allowed to be
scored in a game."
Juniors Len Matela. Keith
McLeod and Brandon Pardon
hit for 20, 19 and 14 points
respectively. Pardon and
McLeod also combined for 13
assists and four turnovers and
Matela pulled down a team
high 12 rebounds.
Junior forward Brent Klassen
and freshman forward Josh
Almanson both chipped in with
12 points.
"It was exciting for my first
game." Almanson said. "I was
ready to get going with the season. I have to learn t he offense a
little bit better, I have to work on
my defense, guarding quicker
players."
The Falcons took a 56-45
advantage into the locker room
and out of the gates, the Brown
and Orange opened up the
attack. McLeod netted two free
throws, Jackson and Almanson
hit jumpers, and two Matela
three throws increased the BG
lead to 64-50 with 17:57
remaining in the game.
"We have a lot of offensive
positives and a lot of defensive
negatives," said BG coach Dan
DaWch.

t

Nick Hum BG Mr*-.

SWARM: Falcon defenders, from left. D.J. Owchar, 88, Chris Haneline. 50, and lanssen P*on. 20,
tackle a Marshall running back Saturday afternoon, fhe Falcons lost 20-13 to the Thundering Herd.

Win slips away
By Pete Stella
SP0RIS f DlI0B

At half lime, the BC football
team was beating the Marshall
Thundering Herd 13-0.
At the end of the game, the
scoreboard read 20-13 in favor of
Marshall
What went wrong?
Despite starting off the ninth
game of the 2000 season on tlie
positive note, the Brown and
Orange were unable to hold on
to their half-time advantage and
saw their record plummet to 2 7
overall and 2-4 in the Mid
American Conference.
"I think Marshall is a championship caliber team." said BC
coach
Gary
Blackney.
Physically, mentally, emotional
ly; they have the mind set lliat no
matter what position they are in,
they're going to win the game."
The Falcons led.Marshall 13-3
heading into the fourth quarter,
but the Herd netted two touchdowns in the final four minutes
to pull out the victory.
"We needed to win today and
it certainly was a big game for
us." said Marshall coach Bob
Pmett. "I thought our kids played
hard., our team had a chance to
fold but they didn't."
After the Herd's JR. Jenkins'
30-yard field goal, the Herd
moved the score to 13 6 with
11:24 left in the game. After trading punts and a Falcon Pat
Fleming 31-yard Ixxit. the Herd
took over at their own 3-yard
line.

"I think Marshall
is a championship
caliber team...they
have the mind set
that no matter
what position they
are in,.they're

going to win the
game."
GARY BLACKNEY. COACH

Marshall quarterback Byron
Leftwich captained a nine play.
97-yard drive, which was capped
off with tailback Frank Wallace's
23-yard touchdown run After
Jenkins drilled the point after,
the game was deadlocked at 13.
On the ensuing Falcon drive,
the Brown and Orange were
forced off t he field on a three and
out. Fleming trotted onto the
field and kicked a 39-yard punt
to Marshall's Maurice Hines.
who turned around and ran the
punt back 60 yards for a touch
down and gave Marshall a 20-13
lead.
"It was kind of set up," Hines
said. "A couple guys made some
great blocks and 1 hit the sideline...and I made the cut back
inside and I was gone."
"I give all the credit to all those
guys on the front line on the
punt return team." he said
The Brown and Orange took
over on their 20-yard line and

after quarterback Andy Sahm
hooked up with receiver Dtivid
Bautista for two completions in a
row. Sahm was sacked for a 10
yard loss On a 3 15. Sahms pass
fell incomplete and his lourth
down attempt was intercepted
by Marshall's Chris Crocker.
"In terms of turnovers and
penalties, we realty hurt our
selves in tlie second half. Today,
we lost as a team." Blai km s Hid
The bright spot on the day for
the Brown and Orange came on
their first offensive series of the
day.
On Marshall's first play of
scrimmage after the opening
kickoff. Leftwich. from the shot
gun, stepped back and fired a
pass to receiver John Cooper
The pass was tipped and then
intercepted !>y Falcons' defen
sive back Karl Rose.
BG took over on tlie Marshall
46 and moved the ball progressively
down
the
field.
Quarterback/tailback
Josh
Harris. Sahm and tailback John
Gibson nished for eight, nine
and three yards respectively to
set up a 1-10 on the Marshall 22
yard line.
Harris lined up in the shotgun
and on the snap, ran to his left
and flipped the ball to Sahm,
who was lined up as a slot rcceiv
er. Sahm then hurled a 22-yard
touchdown pass to receiver
David Bautista. A Mike Knapp
|»int after gave the Falcons a 7 -0
MARSHALL, PAGE I

Brown and Orange
defense played hard
ByErikCassano
SIAII WRITER

JUKE: Falcon receiver Kurt
Geriing attempts to shed off
a defender Saturday.

Byron Leftwich was feeling the
pressure all day long.
Tlie Marshall quarterback was
seeing the fronts of Falcon jerseys
on play after play, knockdowns,
hurried passes, five sacks and two
interceptions.
The passing statistics point to a
decent day, 20 for 35 for 202 yards.
However, 80 of those yards came
in the 17-point fourth quarter.
The rest of the day for Leftwich
looked more like his mshing stats:
nine attempts for minus-17 yards.
Constantly harassed by the BC
defensive line, Marshall's offense
netted just 86 yards in the first
half. They were forced to punt on
four consecutive drives.
"|BG| brought a few things that
we didn't see on film.sometimes
I held onto the ball too long, and
I've just got to throw those balls
away and not take a sack,"
Leftwich said.

Staked to a 13-0 lead at halftime, BG was prepared to try and
stonewall their way to a win. But
Marshall, who rallied in the final
minutes to beat Akron last week,
wasn't about to roll over.
Despite the fact that BG won
the time of possession battle by
over nine minutes in the first half,
the defense began to show signs
of wear in the second half.
Marshall found a pinhole of daylight with a J.R. Jenkins field goal
at 9:03 of the third quarter to
make it 13-3. and was soon tearing at that. With no additional
reinforcements coming from the
BG offense, which gained just 29
net yards in the second half, the
defense became the lone pillar
holding up the Falcon lead, and
started crumbling faster with
each successive play.
After the Herd's 17-point outburst in the fourth quarter to win
DEFENSE,PAGE 9
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Problems exist

BG held tough

WHY?, FROM PAGE 8
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should be wins- are nothing new
lo the Falcons (his season.
Why should Saturday have
been any different?
At the press conference after
the game, a reporter asked
Falcon coach Gary Blackney
what happened on Mines' heroic
punt return.
"I really don't like to answer
questions like that." Blackney
said.
Why?
Is it because he's had to
answer them so much this season?
"What happened in the
Buffalo loss?", or "What happened on the two failed firstand goals in the Akron loss", or
"What happened to the fourth
quarter lead against Miami."
In this season, Blackney's last
and perhaps most trying, a losing
aura surrounds his learn.
As much as Blackney praises
the play calling of his assistants
and the heart and toughness of
his players and said this program
is better than its 2 7 record
would suggest, the numbers just
don't add up.
What made Saturday's game
so telling and disappointing wasn't just the fart that the Falcons
gave up an early lead and lost the

game. It was that no one was surprised when they did.
Saturday marked the sixth
fourth-quarter lead the Falcons
have had this season. Four of
them have turned into losses.
That says that Bowling Green
can play with almost any team in
the Mid-American Conference,
but when it comes to winning
games, the Falcons haven't gotten the job done.
It would be easy to sit here
today and celebrate the near
upset and grant the fact that
Marshall is a good team: "A
Champioaship Caliber team," as
Blackney spin-doctored the loss
But that wouldn't be right.
Because, once again, BG lost a
game it should have won.
While the Falcons deserve
credit for jumping out to a 13-0
lead and holding the Herd to a
mere field goal through three
quarters, the story remains the
same.
The fans at the Doyt desperately wanted to cheer Saturday,
They haven't had much to cheer
about all season.
And for a second it looked like
Saturday would be different. But
in the end. it slipped away.
Why?
dnied@bgnct.bgsu.edu

Falcons came close
MARSHALL, f ROM PAGE 8

lead at the 12:08 mark in the first
quarter.
Knapp added two more field
goals in the second half, 22 and 27
yarders, which gave the Falcons
the 13-3 lead going into the
fourth.
Sahm ended the day 12 of 22
for 123 yards with one touchdown and three picks. Gibson led
the Brown and Orange rustling
game, which was held to 85 yards
on tlie day by the stingy Herd
defense, with 48 yards on 20 carries Baulista netted 78 yards on
six catches and receiver Kurt
Ceding caught four passes for 44

yards.
Fleming averaged 41 yards on
seven punts, including a 62
yarder in the first quarter. Safety
Sergio Lund led the Falcon
defense, which sacked Leftwich
live times for 30 yards, with eight
tackles.
Your ahead 13-0 and the
strong point of our team is our
defense and our special teams,"
Blackney said. "You want to put
the game in the hands of your
defense, offensively, we had
some chances to make some
plays but we didn't."

the game, BG coach Gary
Blackney still lauded his
defense.
"You're ahead by 13-0, and
what's the strong point of your
team? Your defense and you
special teams," he said. "You
want to put the game into the
hands of your defense."
Blackney and his staff came
under scrutiny following the
game for being too conservative
calling offensive plays in a scoreless second half.
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Campus Events

However, he said that his staff
was watching the players every
practice and knew, better than
anybody, what their strengths
and what they were capable of.
Blackney felt, in spite of a
flatlining offense, that the fate of
the game should rest on the
shoulders of his defense.
The defense tried to hold the
lead until the fatal combination
of fatigue and Marshall reaching
solutions for their pressure and
blitzes wore them down.

Browns drop 1
to Giants 24-3
» Tom Withers
SP0RIS WRIrER

CLEVELAND - There's a lot
you could say about the New
York Giants. Sure, their offense is
basic and boring. And yes. their
schedule has been pretty easy so
far.
But you also have to say this:
They're 7-2.
"Seven and two is 7-2 in the
NFL, regardless," Giants offensive tackle Lomas Brown said.
"There might be a lot of critics
out there, and a lot of ghosts
we're still fighting. But we're winning, and that's what counts."
Keny Collins threw two of his
three touchdown passes to
Amani Toomer on Sunday and
the Giants showed that they've
got more than just a smashmouth offense, winning their
fourth straight with a 24-3 victo
ry over the Cleveland Browns.
Ike Hilliard also caught a 28
yard TD pass from Collins for
the Giants, who are off to their
best start since openingthe 1990
season 10-0 en route to winning
the Super Bowl.
"We decided to execute the
things that teams don't think we
can do." said Giants coach Jim
Fassel. who relied on his nin
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Campus Events
STUDY ABROAD ORIENTATION
Please come lo one ol these sessions it you are planning lo study
abroad during spring semesler
2001...
Wednesday, November 8, 2000,
3:30-5:30pm, 1103 Ottenhauer Wesl
Tuesday, November 14, 2000. 3:305:30pm, 1103 Ottenhauer West.
Call 372-0309 with questions.

WIN FREE HOOKAH TIX!
Guess the new prez and enter to
win tree Hookah lixs.
Tuesday « Education Building.
WFAI-1610AM-CABLE 7

Travel
»1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas &
Florida Now hiring campus reps.
1-800-234-7007
endlesssumrnertoufl 00W1
• 111 Early Specials! Spnng Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 Days
$279! Includes Meals, Parlies! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Departs
Ftonoa! Get Group - Go Free!!
sphngbreaklravel.com

1-800-678-6386
•111 Spring Break Specials! Cancon & Jamaica $389! Air, Holel,
Free Meals, Drinks! Award Winning
Companyi Get Group - Go Free!
Florida Vacations $129!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

SPRING BREAK 2001

Jamaica, Cancun, Florida,
ning game in the late going to Wanl to TRAVEL AND GET BGSU
Barbados. Bahamas. Now hiring
eat up the clock. "They were CREDIT? Attend one ol 165 collegcampus reps. Earn 2 tree trips.
loaded to stop the nin and were es in the U.S. lor hill or one year Free meals.book by Nov. 3rl. Call
while paying 8GSU tuition! No outfor FREE into pack or visit on-line
successful.''
ol-slate fees! Credits transfer! Make
sunsplashlours.com
So the Giants went to the air. new friends! Take special classes!
1-800-426-7710
New York's offense entered Explore! New York! California! HaBreak! Deluxe Holels. Reliaranked No. 3 in the NFL in rush- waii! THE NATIONAL STUDENT Spring
ble Air, Free Food, Drinks and ParINFO SESSION:
ing, and just No. 20 in passing. EXCHANGE
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, AT ties! Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas,
However, Collins looked confi- 3:30PM, BUSINESS ADMINISTRA- Mazallan & Florida. Travel Fraa and
Earn Caehl Do It on the Web! Go
dent in the pocket and, for a TION BUILDING; RM 1003.
to StudentCity.com or call 800change, didn't spend the major- For more details, call the NSE pro293-1443
lor into.
ity of his day handing the ball to gram at 2-2501.
>■•——•■•—■—♦■•■•—■ •—•■•■•■•■•
Ron Dayne and Tiki Barber.
MM
Collins went 19 for 31 for a
season-high 257 yards and had
his first three-TD game this season. He also completed 7-of-9
passes on third down.
"I really have not had big TDs
this year, so it was imperative
today to go out and do it."
Collins said. "It feels good to
make the adjustment and get
the passing game in gear."
ALL CLOTHES TUESDAYS
Fassel didn't want his players
looking past the Browns (2-8)
ADULT NOVCLTICS,
and ahead to their showdown at
TOVS, OILS,
home against tile St. Louis Rams
UNGCRIC, DANCC
next Sunday.
And the defense made sure
UJCAA. SHOCS, BOOTS
there wouldn't be a letdown,
& MUCH MOAC
holding Cleveland to just 41
yards nishing on 16 attempts
VIDCO'S
& DVD'S
and limiting the Browns to only
fO MNT OH tUV!
TUt THU BtNTdli St.00
a first-quarter field goal.

SALEI SALE! SALE!

30% OFF

""I ,

25% wr

'Meet the Candidates" - Before You Vote

135 S. ITM «0. I01HJ0 5310079 USE OUR KNMI BRIMCE.

www. woodcode/nocrats. orq
Paid for by the Wood County Democratic Party-Allen R. Baldwin, Chair POB 707 Bowling Green, OH 43402-0707

DCJA VU AND
TH€ IOVC BOUTIQUC
EVERYTHING FOR THE UNINHIBITED PERSON!

SUNl SODV PRINTING AND
COUCGC ID NIGHT
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Wanna Be a Bailor? b
Then come to the Chi Omen's
Basketball Challenge!
November 12,2000
2-5p.m. at
The Perry Field House

All Proceeds to
Benefit the
Childrens Miracle
\ehvork
(•II Drlilih .1 2 3207

«*w~

stop by Chily's
Convenience
Store or
McDonald's GT
Deli for your
sample

X
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X
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X
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X
fO
X
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XQ XQ XQ XQ XQ XQ XQ XQ XQ

Demand
The Right Candidate

\prizes, giveaways, fUniy
Welcome BGSU Students $ Familyf

CuciKf
|Wcrks
Bicycle Sales $ Service

352-8378
Give us a tall for what's on SALE/

2HS South Main St.
shopcyclewerks.com

^^r-fk.

^S!&
9

*%Z&i

128 N.Mai
Main Street
Downtown
Downt<
352-7677

DOMBEY
"And Justice for Air
■.

SBiS_

Travel

Services Offered

GO DIRECT! Inlernet-based company offering WHOLESALE Spring
Break packages! Call 1-800-3671252 or www.spnngbreakoSrect.com.

Immigration Consulting Service, experienced professional service, reasonable rates. 354-8192 or icsOdacor.net.

Spring Break!!! Cancun, Mazatlan,
Bahamas. Jamaica & Florida Call
Sunbreak Student Vacation* lor
info on going free and earning cash.
Call 1-800-446-8355 or e-mail
salea0sunbruka.com.
Wanted Spring Breakers! Cancun,
Bahamas. Flonda, Jamaica & Mazatlan Call Sun Coast Vacations lor
a tree brochure and ask how you
can organize a small group & Eat,
Drink, Travel Free & Earn Cash!
Call 1-888-777-4642 or e-mail
salesetuncoastvacatlona.com

•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■•■

Will tutor
Call 352-6233, Ask for Steve.

Personals
Scholarship Opportunities tor
freshmen and sophomores. Enroll In
Army ROTC and compete for 2-43year awards which cover tuition,
books & lees, *S200/mo. for expenses. Call lor details: 372-2476.
Pregnant? Get Tested.
Confidential, professional service.
354-4673 BGPC

Wanted
Need 1 lemale roommate ASAP.
Call 354-6713.
Need December graduation tickets.
Will pay, call Monica at 354-2346.
Need female mite. Own room, for
spring semester until Aug. 2001.
Call 373-6015.
Spacious 2 bdrm. apt. in Hillsdale.
Lease starts Dec. 23rd Call 3525772.
Subleaser needed for apartment
close to campus. J300/month. Call
Michelle at 354-0330.
Subleasers needed beginning January 13. 2/3 bedroom house, big
kitchen and porch, close to campus
and downtown, $555/month. 208 E.
Merry Apt. A. Please call Sarah or
Angela 352-3164.

Share your favorite holiday ethnic
recipe with the Obsidian. E-mail it to
TheObsidian2000©yahoo.com by
Nov. 19th. Recipes will be printed in
the Dec 7th edition.

Management Inc.
FALL OPENINGS

Help Wanted
Alternate wanted, girl's group home.
4pm-10pm. Mon-Thur. $7.00/tir to
Start. Swanton. 825-5576.

Wanted

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apts. 1082 Fairview.
1, 2, 3 bdrm. townhouse
Air Condition/Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal/ 2 & 3 bdrm
has washer/dryer hook up
Start at $390- Call 353-5800

—GRADUATION TIX NEEDED!'"
If you have any extra tickets and
need an easy $S making scheme.
Call Rachel 0 353-5316 or email
me @ leesObgnet.bgsu.edu.
•"GRADUATION TIX NEEDED!—
1 subleaser needed Irom Dec 2000May 2001. $193/month * utilities
Call 353-9390 for details.

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts. 215 E. Poe,
Studios. Large 1 bdrm.
laundry on site, Starts at $250

4 subleasers needed
Spring semester
Hillsdale Apts.

Call 353-5800

Call 353-9440
Dec. graduation tix needed Please
call ASAP. Erin at 353-8459.

/(fEfcCA
Management Inc.
Heinz Site 710 N. Enterprise

Female roommate lor spring & summer. Call Haley at 354-1605.

1 & 2 bdrm/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage disposal

Local band with experience. CD's,
etc. looking tor experienced bass
player who would like to play out influences. Matchbox 20. Third Eye
Blind Contact Kevin at 354-2399.

2 hili ms have washer/dryer
in them.

Starts at $400

Call 353-5800

Male or female rmles. needed.
Large house, own room in Oregon,
OH. 419-693-7659.

Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St..

Male rmte. needed. 2 bdrm, 2 bath
furn. apt. w/dlshwasher at 808 Thurstin Ave. Will have own bdrm.
$312.50 mo. plus 1/2 elec. Contact
Josh Long 9 937-836-2625.

I bdrm / Air Condition
dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at $400 Call 353-5800

Need 3 tickets for December graduation. Will pay! Please call Sara354-6492.

/CfBfcCA

Need December graduation tickets,
will pay. Call Charlie O 419-8613518.

Management Inc.
Slop b> our Oflks Jt 1045 N. Main Si
fur complete listing or Tall 353-5800.
www.wcnel.orK/-mecca

CREW POSITIONS
Double Up On Opportunity with
Rally's!
Rally's is America's most exciting
last food concept, with double-drivethru restaurants that specialize in
great food in 30 seconds or less!
We currently have the following day
shift positions available:
Crew Members
Shift Managers
We offer benefits, paid vacations,
competitive wages, and an opportunity to grow! If you have what it
takes to be a fast-moving part of a
hard-working team, please contact a
Management Team Member at
(419)352-8280 EOE.
Dancers-No experience necessary,
earn BIG MONEYSSS1 Apply in person at: Deja Vu, 135 S. Bryne, 5310329.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in
over-time hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus over-time. Many college
students work here. Starting pay is
$5.30 per hour with an automatic
$.25 per hour increase to $5.55 after
100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling and packaging
small parts. Apply in person between the hours of 9:00am and
5:00pm (Monday-Fnday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC., 428 Clough Street.
Bowling Green. Ohio, only 2 blocks
from campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Queen next to the railroad tracks.

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

CAR BUFFS-Pt. lime help, mornings
or evenings. No exp, necessary. Auto reconditioning. 354-2833.

Opportunity Knocks!
We have Jobs in customer service,
manufacturing, welding, and general
labor. Call today! Various shifts,
good $. 353-9425. EOE MF OV.

Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this quarter with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraismg event. No
sales required. Fundraismg dates
are filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3236 or visit
www.campusfunaraisflf.CQm
HICKORY FARMS CALL CENTER
SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVES
SEASONAL $7.50 +
Hickory Farms is now hiring full and
part-time seasonal Service Representatives lo input orders into our
seasonal processing system and respond to customer inquires regarding the status of their order. Positions are also open lor clericals and
mail order processors. $.50 per hour
increase after customer service
training. Positions are open now
through February on day and evening shifts, during the week and on
weekends. Must have computer and
typing skills. We offer attendance incentives, 40% employee discount,
flexible scheduling, and professional
supervision. Apply in person MonFri., 9am-7pm. & Sat.. I0am-2pm,
Hickory Farms Corporate Office,
1505 Holland Rd., Maumee, OH.
EOE.
Holiday $$$
Holland Company needs retail
counter representatives, customer
service, phone coaches, data entry
and order checkers. Various shifts,
good $. Call 353-9425. EOE OV MF
TIONS Behavioral Connections of
Wood County is now hinng direct
care workers for their 24 hour supervised group homes serving Severely
Mentally Disabled adults. Shift times
available for mornings, evenings,
and weekends. Social Work and
Psychology majors are encouraged
to apply Send resume to: 801 N.
College. B.G.. OH 43402. EOE.
Now is your chance to add real print
pieces to your portfolio and great job
experience to your resume. Continuing Education has a graphic designer student position available beginning Spring Work in a team environment while you get experience m
designing brochures, catalogs, flyers, ads, etc. You must have advanced skills in PageMaker and
Photoshop and knowledge of Freehand. Prior work experience preferred. Portfolio required 15 hrsVweek,
$5.90/hr. To apply send resume and
references to: Anita Knauss.
Continuing Education, 40 College
Park, by November 10
Office cleaning, evenings. 10-12
hrs/week, own trans required. Call
352-5822.

For Rent
" 2001-2002 listings available "
Will mail or pick-up al office. 316 E.
Merry #3 or call 353-0325.
1 or 2 subleasers needed
400 E. Napoleon Rd. Winthrop
Terrace Apartment. $385/month ♦
electric. 1 bdrm.. shuttle to campus,
pool, air. Call Jess at 353-9322.

Premier gentlemen's club now
hiring dancers. Possible benefits.
Will train. 734-848-4379, Mon-Fri after 3pm.

i, 2 and 3 Bedroom Apartments
From Only
(430
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715

RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT position assisting persons with mental
retardation/developmental disabilities in daily living skills in a residential setting. Part-time, and sub positions available ranging from 24 to 72
hours biweekly. Salary is $7.55/nour
for first 90 days, thereafter beginning at $l0.24/hour based upon experience. High school diploma or
GED required; no experience necessary. Positions available in Bowling
Green, Perrysburg. and Walbridge
areas. Interested persons may obtain an application packet from
Wood County Board of MR/DD,
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd., Bowling Green, Ent. B. Monday-Friday,
8:00am-4:30pm. EOE.

6 bdrm. house, 3 baths, laundry, air,
disposal, dishwasher. Call 3531731.
BOWLING GREEN
COMMERCIAL SPACE
-3 200 sq ft -1616 E Wooster
Greenwood Centre, across from
BGSU stadium A Rt. 75. $8.65/sq.
ft.-+ cam/nnn
-2,200 sq. ft.-1616 E. Wooster
Greenwood Centre, across from
BGSU stadium & Rt. 75.
$8 65/sq.ft.- + cam/nnn
-1,200 sq ft-Professional Office
Space. Convenient Location with
parking.
•Industrial Lease-Will build to suit up
to 30,000 sq ft. Woodbridge II at Rt.
75.
Mecca Management Inc.,
419-353-5800

SECURITY: up to $8.00/hr.
BURNS INT'L (EOE) has IMMEDIATE PLACEMENT for full & part
time Security Officers in FINDLAY,
NEWRIEQEL. McCOMB, Vttln, N.
BALTIMORE, BLUFFTON A LIMA.
We offer benefits, paid training and
free uniforms. NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY! We invite you to attend our pre-hire interview/orientation program on Tuesday, November 7. 2000 at 10:00 a.m. at the
Ohio Department of Jobs & Family
Services. 1644 Tiffin Ave.. Findlay.
Ohio. Full day orientation will follow
interview session for selected applicants Please bring your driver license and social security card or
birth certificate (800) 382-9132.

Large 3 bdrm apt. lor rent, spring
semester, fully furnished, spacious.
clean Call 419-352-9593.
Now renting for May 2001:
3 bdrm townhouses $800/month
plus utilities, no pets
Call 353-0494

Wanted: Dancers, waitstaff, apply
after 5pm, 5601 Telegraph, Toledo,
OH or call 419-476-6640

Spacious 2 bdrm. apt. walking distance from campus. Avail. Dec. 1st.
$525 mo. 353-1457.
Spacious, one bedroom apt
215 E Poe Rd/Evergreen Apts
On-site laundry facility
Starting $365 00 month
Available now!
Call 353-5800

For Sale
1/4 karat women's wedding set, engagement nng & band. Call 3546713.

Sublease-great location near Offenhauer 1 room furnished efficiency.
Reserved parking. Call 352-9996.

1995 Chrys. Sebnng LXI. leather,
moon roof, CD. cruise, new brakes,
54,000 mi. $9,000. 372-2127

Subleaser needed for spnng semester. 1 room, furnished efficiency,
right next to campus Brand new
heating and air. Reserved parking.
Call Sara at 353-1572

Fender Strat B&W guitar, hard case.
Peavy 110 AMP, $500 Call Mike
353-8116.
Free Kittens! Bom on July 4th. Call
354-8613.

Subleaser needed spnng sem. 2
bdrm., 1 block from campus Call
352-8358

HONDAS FROM $500' Police impounds and tax repos' For listings 1800-719-3001 ext4558.

Wanted 2 female subleasers for
spring semester. Close to campus. 2
bedrooms, $1457month ♦ utilities
353-1758.

Solo Gateway laptop with printer,
call Erica. 352-5737.

The Technology Infrastructure Project • Building an Electronic Community

Bowling Green State University
Presents Ike Fiisl /

\^y
www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet

Students and graduates from at (olfan and universities are muled to towtincj Green Sim
UtwerWyttwVWdne^fwaryaduate and prVessiona* school fa*r Mora than tt represen
idtrm from 19 colkges and universities will desenbe hundreds of graduate programs, answer
Questioni and hand out information In addition, seminars will be presented on graduate
admrts«ris,tesnr^andfirvamiaia«d AdmnsionrsHUf

Better health through technology
BGSU's College of Health and Human
Services has joint academic programs with its
higher-education neighbors.The college also
disseminates AIDS education materials to about
100 institutions statewide and public health
information to nationwide members of the
Bowling Green-based National Association of
Local Boards of Health.
It only makes sense, then, that the
University's new technology infrastructure will
enhance those efforts, as well as making new
ones possible.
The three programs—nursing, physical
therapy and master of public hearth—that the
college operates jointly with the University of
!>■■■■ Toledo and the Medical
f ' "^W
College of Ohio require
■
interaction among the
* ^g J
institutions. Each is
' J^ i
represented on existing
', -J}<
committees that deal
_^ a^. wi,h various issues, such
^^■JlYTe*^M I a$ 'egistration. parking
^■^JH
H and distance learning.
■BHTAjiflBH Clyde Willis, dean of the
Clyde Willis
College of Health and
Human Services, would like to take another step
in the inter-institutional communication—
establishment of a conference office where
anyone from one institution could go and, with
reliable, easy-to-use technology, communicate
live with the other three.
The college's AIDS education consortium
began with four other universities—Ohio,
Miami, Kent State and Ohio State—and
expanded when the Ohio Department of Health
contracted with Bowling Green, the hub site, to
share information with all public and private
institutions in the state. A curriculum was
developed, as were six videotapes which the
state health department distributed.With the
digital video component of the new infrastructure, low-bandwidth versions of those tapes
could be streamed worldwide, viewed in shorter
segments if so desired and manipulated with
VCR-like controls.

Sharing information with members of the
National Association of Local Boards of Hearth is
also important the dean said, because many
board members are lay people who need an
educational background for the job. He would
like BGSU to provide that education through a
variety of technologies.The college has already
hosted two satellite-uplink video conferences
regarding public health.
Willis said other possible uses of the
infrastructure are in the areas of student
evaluation and continuing education for
professionals in the field.
Everyone in a health and human services
program must have an internship or similar offcampus experience, and in some programs,
accrediting bodies mandate that faculty evaluate
students in person in the off-campus setting, the
dean said.That is very costly, he saidand his goal
is to change the process via research. Faculty
supervision can often be handled electronically
from campus, he argued, and students in offcampus experiences should also be linked with
each other so they can share their experiences.
Continuing education is required In all
health professions, and if Bowling Green is the
source, It could be delivered via distance
education and faculty who could respond to
questions by phone, email or chat line.The
distinction is between watching a video and the
more educationally effective opportunity for
interaction with the University providing it he
pointed out.
"Now that we're getting this (infrastructure),
we ought to be In an exciting leadership role,"
Willis said. Not taking advantage of its potential
would make catching up later nearly Impossible,
he added.
The "New Wired University" series will
continue Tuesday (Nov. 7) with a discussion of
electronic portfolios, led by Gloria Rogers, vice
president for Institutional resources and
assessment at Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology, Terre Haute, Ind.The hour-long
session will begin at 4 p.m. In 1007 Business
Administration Building.

BGSU

Northwest Ohio
Graduate and Professional School
Colloquium
Wednesday, November 8, 2000
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APPLE ... UMAX ... CANON ... HEWLETT-PACKARD ... ULTRA ... AMD

THE ANSWER FHCTORV
COMPUTERS ■ PERIPHERALS ■ INTERNET ■ TECHNICAL SUPPORT
GREAT SERVICES & PRICES
■ Apple Macintosh Authorized
■ Mot & PC Software
■ Printer Repairs - Most Models
■ Free Local Delivery
■ Repairs and Upgrades

EASY PAYMENT I TERMS
■ Cosh or Personal Check
■ Purchase Orders
■ BGSU Deportment Charges

■ ♦*> 3E «* ■

FOR ALL YOUR COMPUTER NEEDS,
great prices on computers, printers, peripherals,
tech support, troubleshooting, network and Internet
services, contact the company trusted by 8GSU
departments, faculty and students since 1981.

I.354-2IID

iansfacrjrwcnet.org
I http://www.3nsvrErfartory.com

THE ANSWER FACTORY

108 South Mein, downtown Bowling Green

HE WELCOME SPECIAL ORDERS
EPSON ... CREATIVE LABS ... MICROSOFT ... AND MORI

1

r
..-

AMD.

